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Audible Inhalation as a Practice for Mitigating Systemic Turn- 
Taking Troubles: A Conjecture
Jeffrey D. Robinson

Department of Communication, Portland State University

ABSTRACT
Extending Jefferson’s analysis of the limited utility of turn-constructional-unit 
(TCU)-initial particles in managing overlapping talk, this article limits itself to a 
similar turn-taking context/position in which current speakers bring TCUs to 
places of possible completion when it is relevant for next speakers to take a 
turn of talk. This article examines situations in which current speakers continue 
to audibly inhale in the transition space, arguing that inhalations (a) are pre- 
beginning actions; (b) bestow a weaker right to speak next than does talk; (c) 
are not accountable for obscuring next speakers’ talk (if it eventuates); (d) allow 
for beginning TCUs while monitoring for next speakers’ talk, thereby allowing 
inhalers to proceed contingently based on next speakers’ unfolding conduct; 
and (e) are used to mitigate the systemic turn-taking troubles of “no person 
speaking at a time” and “more than one person speaking at a time.” Data are 
videotapes of mundane, dyadic, American English conversation.

The system of turn taking for conversation is “susceptible to errors, violations, and troubles” (Sacks et al., 
1974, p. 723). However, as a locally, interactionally managed system (p. 725), turn taking incorporates 
“resources and procedures” for dealing with such susceptibilities “into its fundamental organization” (p. 
724). This article begins by delimiting and defining the systemic turn-taking troubles to be addressed, 
and then reviewing a proposed method for mitigating them, which involves audible inhalation.

A “particular” susceptibility identified by Sacks et al. (1974) involves the coordination of turn 
transfer during the turn-allocational cycling “of options provided by rules 1b and 1c” (p. 724). 
Jefferson (1983) investigated this susceptibility, and a method for dealing with it, in her examination 
of beginning turn-constructional units (TCUs) with conjunctionals (e.g., Uh, Well, And, But, Because, 
So). One of her cases was Extract 1 (which is a slightly retranscribed version of her Extract 5.7, p. 25). 

Extract 1: It’s cold [Rahman:A:1:(7E):1-2:R]

01     JES:  An’ then about five minutes later this chap’s
02           fa:ther, phoned. .hh to say tha(t) it was a’right
03           he’d put thuh t(h)ent (h)up,=hhh huh hoh .hh .hh
04           hhah .hh (.) hhoh .hh Well I nearly die:d?
05           (.)
06     JES:  Because I mean it’s co:ld, an’ it’s been so we(hh)t
07           as we(h)e(h)ll heh heh
08           (1.2)
09 --> JES:  .hh .hh [Su- ]
10 MUM:       [(‘S=’e) a’]ri:ght,
11     JES:  .h Well ‘e hasn’ c’m ba:ck yet.
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As Jefferson (1983) did, the present article limits itself to a particular turn-taking context/position in 
which a current speaker brings a TCU to a place of possible pragmatic and syntactic completion (as Jessie 
does after “we(h)e(h)ll”; line 7; Ford & Thompson, 1996), and thus to a place where it is relevant for a next 
speaker to take a turn of talk (as Mum does at line 10), be it a “full” turn or some type of continuer 
(Schegloff, 1982).1 In this context, it is relevant for either a next speaker (e.g., Mum) to select him- or 
herself to speak next or, if this turn-allocation option (1b) is initially “passed up,” for the current speaker 
(e.g., Jessie) to continue speaking (turn-allocation option 1c). As evidenced by the long (1.2-second) gap 
of silence at line 8, there is no guarantee that next speakers (e.g., Mum) will select themselves to speak 
next, nor that they will do so immediately (i.e., within an average-length transition space; Jefferson, 1984).

In these situations, there are two ordered possibilities that would constitute turn-taking troubles—or 
misfires2—in terms of achieving “one speaker at a time” (Sacks et al., 1974, p. 726): (a) A next speaker (e.g., 
Mum) does not immediately speak next (i.e., foregoes turn-allocation option 1b), producing a silence 
longer than an average-length transition space that constitutes “no speakers at a time,” which happens at 
line 83; and then (b) the current speaker (e.g., Jessie) opts to continue speaking (i.e., turn-allocation option 
1c) while the next speaker starts speaking (i.e., turn-allocation option 1b, which is recurrently available to 
next speakers), producing overlapping talk that constitutes “more than one speaker at a time,” which 
happens at lines 9–10, where Jessie’s “Su–” (taken by Jefferson to be the beginning of S’) is overlapped by 
Mum’s “(‘S = ‘e) a’ . . . ” (i.e., Is he a[lright]). The ordered rules for turn allocation minimize the possibility of 
these troubles, but do not eliminate them.

If there were to be a method for mitigating these troubles, it makes sense that it would involve how 
speakers begin their next TCUs (e.g., Jessie in Extract 1 at line 9, or Mum at line 10). Verbal4 TCU 
beginnings, however, come with limitations: It is critical that they not be obfuscated by overlapping talk 
because their recognizability is essential for action ascription (Levinson, 2013) and projectability (Sacks et 
al., 1974). With this in mind, Sacks et al. (1974) speculated that one type of beginning might be less 
“interactionally damaging” if overlapped, that being a conjunctional (e.g., Well, But, And, So): “they do 
satisfy the constraints of beginning. However, they do that without revealing much about the construc-
tional features of the sentence to follow” (p. 32).

Along these lines, Jefferson (1983) explored the role of conjunctionals in overlap management, 
referring to them as a practice of “pro-tem speakership”:

[O]ne participant . . . having just produced a possibly complete utterance [as does Jessie in Extract 1 after “we(h)e 
(h)ll” at line 7], is now occupying a turn [with a conjunctional] on a ‘pro-tem’ basis [as does Jessie with “Su-” at 
line 9]; i.e., unless/until another moves to take it [as does Mum at line 10]. Such a participant is ripe for dropping 
out [as does Jessie at line 9]. (p. 25)

In this turn-taking context, Jefferson (1983) found very limited support for pro-tem conjunctionals as 
a method for managing overlapping talk: After possibly completing a TCU, if a current speaker 
continued to speak and began with a conjunctional (as does Jessie at line 9), and if a next speaker began 
to speak in overlap (as does Mum at line 10), then the current speaker (e.g., Jessie) dropped out only 
55% of the time (p. 32).

More recent research refers to conjunctionals as particles (Heritage & Sorjonen, 2018). There are at least 
two reasons why a current speaker continuing with a particle (like Jessie in Extract 1 at line 9) is not an 
optimal method for addressing the turn-taking susceptibilities described earlier. First, although particles 
may not reveal much about the action they are beginning to form, the last 50 years of research suggests that 
TCU-initial particles are nonetheless critical to action formation (Heritage & Sorjonen, 2018), and thus their 
overlap jeopardizes processes of action ascription and projectability (Schegloff, 1987b, 2004). Second, as a 
solution to avoid (vs. minimize) overlapping talk, it is not optimal to continue speaking by beginning with 

1Here and throughout, a distinction is made between “relevant” and “conditionally relevant”: (Schegloff, 1968), the use of the former 
term not implicating the latter.

2“Misfire” in the sense of “to miss an intended effect or objective” (https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/misfire)]]
3This is excepting circumstances in which interactants negotiate a lapse (Hoey, 2015).
4By “verbal,” I do not mean to exclude behaviors like Uh(m), Mm, and so on.
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something that, if overlapped by talk, constitutes a turn-taking violation, as does overlapping a particle. A 
more optimal, parsimonious solution, and the focus of this article, is for current speakers to continue by 
beginning with audible inhalation. Indeed, while not Jefferson’s focus (Jefferson, 1983), this may be what 
happens in Extract 1, which triggered the observations of this current article: At line 9, Jessie actually begins 
her next TCU not with a particle but with two bursts of audible inhalation: “.hh .hh.”5

In the turn-taking context being considered, a current speaker’s post-possible completion, 
audible inbreath is an elegant method for managing the turn-taking system’s susceptibilities to 
troubles involving “one speaker at a time.” First, as will be shown, audible inhalation is a practice 
of action, and thus mitigates the turn-taking misfire of “no speakers at a time” (or at least “no 
actors at a time”). Second, should an audible inhalation be overlapped, it constitutes the most 
minimal misfire of “more than one speaker at a time,” and the most minimal obfuscation of the 
inhalation’s projected, nascent talk/action. This article builds a case defending these claims, 
providing evidence not only that, but how, audible inhalation is “specifically involved in turn- 
taking and [can] constitute a coordinative unit for turn-exchange” (Rochet-Capellan & Fuchs, 
2014, p. 3).

Data and method

Data collection, including the publication of audio and video images, was approved by all relevant 
institutional review boards. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Data were collected in a university room designed to resemble a casual home living room 
(e.g., carpet, plants, wall pictures, cushion chairs). Data were drawn from face-to-face, dyadic 
interactions between native-English-speaking good friends engaging in unstructured,6 mundane 
conversation. Interactants sat directly across from one another with an intervening coffee table 
containing a bowl of candy and bottles of water. Data were recorded with four, synchronized, 
HD cameras, one behind each interactant capturing the other’s torso and face (i.e., representing 
the participants’ perspectives) and one on each side of the dyad. Researchers were not present 
during recording.

The microphone (2-channel, 16-bit linear, PCM audio) used to produce transcripts was perpendi-
cular with participants’ sides, positioned level with their heads, and about six feet away from their 
heads. Participants faced each other and their heads were about five feet apart. The goal was for 
recorded sound to be equally audible to participants and transcriptionists, so as to ground the 
relevance of inhalation for participants (Schegloff, 1987a). Admittedly, this goal may not have been 
achieved, given how acoustics are affected by sound-pressure level (SPL; Švec & Granqvist, 2018). 
However, properly measuring SPL would have been intrusive, contradicting conversation analysis’s 
(CA’s) commitment to naturalistic data collection (Robinson, forthcoming). Transcripts were made by 
a trained conversation analyst. Research shows that CA transcription of breathing is adequately 
reliable (Roberts & Robinson, 2004). Moving forward, references to “inhalation” are to audible 
inhalation.

Data were drawn from two complete interactions, totaling 36 and 37 minutes, respectively, and 72 
pages of single-spaced transcript. Although this decision was made to get a sense of the phenomenon’s 
proportionality, data are admittedly limited and thus claims are conjectural (ala. Schegloff, 1988a). The 
entirety of both transcripts were searched for inhalations positioned after TCUs that were brought to 
places of possible syntactic and pragmatic completion (Ford & Thompson, 1996), where the inhala-
tions were (a) produced by the speaker of the prior TCU (i.e., the current speaker) and (b) the first 
audible conduct produced by the current speaker after his or her prior TCU. Within these parameters, 
two types of inhalations were excluded so as to not conflate breathing-related actions: (a) inhalations 

5Admittedly, the function of these inhalations may be conflated by Jessie’s laughter at line 7 (see Data/Methods).
6Interactants were instructed to “just talk like normal.”
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adjacent to laughter or laugh-infused words (see again footnote 4) and (b) sniffs (Hoey, 2020).7 The 
core collection ultimately consisted of 131 cases.

The method is conversation analysis (Sidnell & Stivers, 2013).8 Data were transcribed according to the 
standards of CA for both audible (Hepburn & Bolden, 2013) and embodied conduct (Mondada; 
https://www.lorenzamondada.net/multimodal-transcription).9 Two elements of this article’s measurement 
and layout of transition-space conduct bear mentioning. Regarding measurement, an average-length 
transition space (Jefferson, 1983, 1986; Levinson & Torreira, 2015; Schegloff, 2000) in English ranges 
from 157 to 298 milliseconds (Roberts et al., 2015). Relatedly, Heldner (2011) demonstrated that gaps of 
silence <120 ms. are not perceived as such by the human ear. So that analyses can be interpreted relative to 
these findings, the duration of silence and inhalations surrounding and within focal transition spaces was 
measured in milliseconds using the software package ELAN, relying on both audio (waveforms) and video 
of data extracts (Wittenburg et al., 2006). While inhalations are standardly symbolized by periods followed 
by “h”s (e.g., .hhh), their timing is designated above them separated by a solid line (e.g., in Extract 2, Ben’s 
inhalation at line 10 lasts for 282 ms.). Regarding layout, it is common practice in CA to transcribe 
transition-space conduct on separate lines. However, given the focus on the detailed coordination of turn 
transfer, it is more analytically clear to transcribe this conduct on the same line as current speakers’ talk.

Analysis

This article demonstrates that (and how) audible inhalation—which is a resource and procedure built into 
the fundamental organization of turn taking—is a practice for managing turn allocation so as to mitigate 
associated turn-taking misfires. Analysis proceeds with five subsections: (a) Inhalations are pre-beginnings; 
(b) inhalation is not accountable for obscuring talk; (c) inhalation bestows a weaker right to speak next than 
does talk; (d) inhalation allows for beginning a TCU while monitoring (for) others’ talk; and (e) additional 
interactional context regarding sequence organization and gaze orientation.

7For example, in Extract A, Giselle has had trouble formulating a position, and ultimately abandons it with, “You know what I’m tryin’ 
duh s(h)a(y)” (line 1), infusing the last word with laughter (symbolized in the transcript by ‘h’s in parentheses). Giselle immediately 
inhales (line 3) and produces a next TCU, “You get me”. In total, 13 post-laughter inhalation cases were omitted due to analytic 
caution (e.g., perhaps Giselle’s inhalation is a post-completion stance marker; see Schegloff, 1996), but it is unclear if they operate 
differently than those in the core collection.  

Extract A: You get me [CAS.34_7.50]

Sniffing is wholly different from the focal phenomenon, and three cases were omitted, including Extract B (line 5).  

Extract B: What I don’t get [CAS.34_12.59]

8For a different method of studying inhalation (audible and inaudible) in conversation, see Włodarczak and Heldner (2020) for review 
and analysis.

9One slight departure is that embodied conduct is assigned a line number with a decimal point. For example, in Extract 3, Ben’s 
embodied conduct that co-occurs with his talk at line 10 is designated as line 10.1.

01  GIS:  You know what I’m tryin’ duh s[(h)a(y)]
02  NED:                                [ Y:eah.]
03  GIS:  .hh You get me ehh huh ((laughter))

01  GIS:  That’s what I don’t get.
02        (.)
03  NED:  Yeah.
04        (0.6)
05  NED:  .hhh ((sniff))
06        (1.6)
07  NED:  ‘Cause thet’s what it- that’s why when it jus’ sits 
08        there it like hardens up...
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Audible inhalations are pre-beginnings

TCU-initial, audible inhalations are commonly produced and understood as pre-beginnings 
(Schegloff, 1996). In CA, to say that a stretch-of-conduct “A” is designedly “preliminary” to a 
stretch-of-conduct “B” is to claim that stretch “A” projects the “contingent possibility” (Schegloff, 
2007, p. 29, emphasis added) that stretch “B” will be produced, and thus reflexively that stretch “B” 
may not “subsequently develop” (Schegloff, 2007, p. 28, 1988b). As pre-beginning actions, the focal 
inhalations simultaneously project (a) the possibility that the current speaker will continue talking 
(Schegloff, 1996) and (b) that this possibility is contingent on a next speaker beginning to talk, and 
especially on the nature of that talk, including what it projects (e.g., as an action) and how it intersects 
with the action just possibly completed by the current speaker. These claims are born out in the data, 
as seen in Table 1 and discussed below.

In the majority of cases (63%; 83 out of 131), current speakers inhale and then continue speaking, with no 
next-speaker talk interdicting the inhalation (for similar trends, see, Rochet-Capellan & Fuchs, 2014; 
Włodarczak et al., 2017). For example, see Extract 2. At line 1, Ben is referring to waking up for college 
classes. 

Extract 2: Alarm [CAS.17_25:04] 

Ben’s completion of “ . . . happening.” (line 10) marks a transition-relevance place, whereupon Ben and 
Sara share mutual gaze (Figure 1; because each camera is positioned behind an interactant facing the other’s 
face and torso, when interactants are gazing toward the camera, they are gazing at the other interactant).

Figure 1. 

Table 1 Post-Possible-Completion, Audible-Inhalation Events

Audible-Inhalation Event Cases (N) Percent

Current speaker inhales and then talks 113 86%
Next speaker does not take a verbal turn during the inhalation 83 63%
Next speaker takes a verbal turn during the inhalation 30 23%

Current speaker inhales and does not talk 18 14%
Next speaker takes a verbal turn during the inhalation 16 12%
Next speaker takes a verbal turn well after the inhalation 2 02%

Total 131 100%

01     BEN:  Like I’ll do anything like ni:ne an’ above.
02           (.)
03     SAR:  Mhhh hm=hm ((laughter))
04     BEN:  [But like e:igh]t,
05     SAR:  [.hhhh         ]
06           (.)
07     SAR:  I know.
08     BEN:  >‘Cause then< I gotta wake up at like s:ix thirty,
09     SAR:  Mm h[m:,      ]

[         ]                 fig.1# 282 ms.
10 -> BEN:      [An’ that-] that’s not happening.# (040 ms.) .hhh An'
11 lotta times I jus won’t hear my alarm?
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Sara has first turn-taking rights to speak next after “happening.” (line 11). Despite this, after a 
very brief (040 ms.) silence (which is difficult to hear), Ben begins to inhale for 282 ms. (line 10) 
—resulting in a longer-than-average transition space (322 ms.)—and then continues speaking to 
produce another TCU: “An’ lotta times . . . ” (lines 10–11).

While current speakers’ inhalations can be relatively short (as in Extract 2; 282 ms.), it is worth 
noting that (a) they vary in length and can be relatively long and (b) while there is some evidence that, 
in spontaneous conversation (vs. reading tasks), inhalation length is associated with ensuing turn 
length (Rasskazova et al., 2019; Rochet-Capellan & Fuchs, 20132013; Schegloff, 1996), this association 
is complexly variable (Rochet-Capellan & Fuchs, 20132013), with some lengthy inhalations leading to 
relatively short turns. These observations are reflected in Extract 3 and highlight the fact that inhalers 
can control the positioning and duration of their inhalations, which is at least partially determined by 
the needs of interaction, as opposed to being solely determined physiologically (Lerner & Linton, n.d.; 
Torreira et al., 2015).  

Extract 3: Whatever [CAS:17_21:30] 

At line 10, Ben brings his TCU to a transition-relevance place after “Whatever.” (line 10; Figure 2, 
where both interactants are gazing away from each other), where Sara has first turn-taking rights to 
speak next. After a relatively short (but hearable) gap of silence (i.e., 141 ms.; line 10), during which 
Ben begins to shift his gaze to Sara (line 10.1; Compare Figures 2 and 3, where Ben is gazing at Sara in 
the latter), Ben inhales for 755 ms. and then continues speaking to produce another TCU: “Whatta y’ 
gunna do.” (lines 10).

Ben’s “Whatta y’ gunna do.” (lines 10) spans 603 ms., which is shorter than his inhalation 
of 755 ms.

Figure 2. 

01    SAR:  Like (0.6) my brother? (0.3) ‘f=he=’ad gotten a job
02          an’ saved his money he’d be in thuh same position
03          as me but he gets food stamps,
04          (1.1)
05    BEN:  Yer older brother,
06    SAR:  Mm hm. 
07          (1.1)
08    BEN:  Hm.
09          (600 ms.)                  _ 755 ms._ _  603 ms.       _
10 -> BEN:  Whatever.# (120 ms.) *(021 ms.) .h*hhhhhhh Whatta y’ gunna do.
10.1  ben:           # *gaze to S---*

#fig.2 #fig.3
11          (1.3)
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In 23% of the cases (30 out of 131; Table 1), current speakers’ inhalations span the 
majority, or all, of a next speaker’s incoming, verbal turn. In these cases, inhalations effec-
tively “absorb” the incoming turn, and inhalers go on to produce a next TCU. For example, 
see Giselle’s inhalation in Extract 4 at line 9. 

Extract 4: Not Gunna Work [CAS:34_14:40] 

After “ . . . gunna work,” (line 9), Giselle arrives at a transition-relevance place where Ned has first 
turn-taking rights to speak next (Figure 4, where Giselle is not gazing at Ned, but he is gazing at her).

Figure 3. 

Figure 4. 

01     GIS:  .mtch (.) An’ then r:ecently °they separated again.°
02     NED:  Oh::
03           (0.8) 
04     GIS:  Ye:ah= 
05     NED:  =<Bumme[r>]
06     GIS:         [ I] feel ba:d for her. >.h I mean< 
07           they’re on good terms still they jus’: 
08           realize(d) that (.) in thuh long run it's not

546 ms._
09 ->  GIS:  gunna work,# (418 ms.) [.hhhhh]h# *(276 ms.)* (135 ms.) but
09.1   gis:             #           [      ] # *forms 'b'* 
10     NED:             #           [Mm hm.] #           #fig.6

#fig.4 #fig.5

11     GIS:  ’t’s (.) still: like (.) I’m like (0.2) it suck- that
12           sucks. you know,
13     NED:  Yeah.
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There ensues a 418 ms. gap of silence (line 9), which is longer than an average transition space, 
where Ned might be characterized as foregoing his initial right to speak next. Giselle begins to inhale 
(line 9) while Ned simultaneously begins to produce an acknowledgment token: “Mm hm.” (line 10). 
Giselle’s inhalation, which spans 546 ms., completely overlaps and extends slightly beyond Ned’s talk. 
As Giselle inhales, she opens her mouth (compare Figures 4 and 5). After Giselle completes her 
inhalation, she immediately closes her mouth (line 9.1) to form the “b” sound of “but” (line 9; Figure 
6). Soon after, Giselle produces a TCU: “but ’t’s (.) still: like . . . ” (lines 9–11).

Although perhaps expectable, it is worth noting that, in all of these 30 cases, next speakers’ 
incoming TCUs are short (e.g., lexical) and implement actions that are relatively nonconstraining in 
sequence-organizational terms, including continuers (e.g., Mm hm, Uh huh, Yeah), acknowledgment 
tokens (e.g., Hm, Yeah, Okay, Right, Of course), (dis)agreement tokens (e.g., Yeah, Maybe), assess-
ments (e.g., God), newsmarks (e.g., Really?), open-class repair initiators (e.g., What?), and several beats 
of laughter (e.g., Huh huh).

The fact that the majority of inhalations (86%; Table 1) lead directly to inhalers continuing to talk— 
whether or not next speakers take a turn of talk—supports the claim that, as a pre-beginning behavior, 
inhalation projects talk, even though that eventuality is contingent (see below). Other evidence 
includes the fact that inhalations are often accompanied by speech-preparatory conformations of 
the mouth, lips, tongue, eyebrows, and so on (Lerner & Linton, n.d.; Rasskazova et al., 2019; Robinson, 
forthcoming; see especially Extracts 4, 5, 9, 11, and 12), or in tandem with speech projective gestures 
(data available on request).

Figure 5. 

Figure 6. 
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The contingent nature of inhalations as preliminary behaviors is most clearly exposed in 12% of the 
data (16 of 131 cases; Table 1); here, in response to next speakers’ incoming verbal turns, current 
speakers/inhalers can be characterized as abandoning their projected talk. For example, see Extract 5. 

Extract 5: Trucking [CAS:17_14:30]

The possible completion of Sara’s “I think.” (line 5) constitutes a transition-relevance place where 
Ben has first turn-taking rights to speak next. After a hearable 131-ms. gap of silence (line 5), Sara 
begins inhaling (line 5) while Ben simultaneously begins speaking: “Does he . . . ” (line 6). As Sara 
inhales, she pokes her head forward, raises her chin, furrows her eyebrows, and purses her lips in 
preparation for speaking (compare Figures 7 and 8, wherein both interactants are gazing at each 
other).

Figure 7. 

Figure 8. 

01    BEN:  ’Cause his dad’s in like some oil thing. right?
02          (0.2)
03    SAR:  Uhm <trucking.>
04          (0.5)

308 ms.
05 -> SAR:  I think. (131 ms.)# [.hhh- ]
06    BEN:                    # [Does he#] do trucking, or does=‘e o:wn

fig.7# #fig.8

07    BEN:  a trucking business.
08          (0.2)
09    SAR:  m=No. I’m sure he o:wns it.
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After inhaling for 308 ms.—which overlaps Ben’s “Does he . . . ” (line 6), which projects that 
he is constructing an interrogative clause/action that Sara will be accountable for answering— 
Sara cuts herself off (symbolized in the transcript by a dash), and allows Ben to complete his 
question (lines 6–7). In 15 out of 16 (94%) of these cases—and in stark contrast to the 30 cases 
in which inhalation absorbs incoming talk (see above)—next speakers’ incoming TCUs are 
(mostly) clausal and implement actions that are relatively constraining in sequence-organiza-
tional terms (e.g., questions, Did she give you this advice? and informings, But she’s working for 
thuh Google).

Relative to these trends, 2 of 131 cases (2%; Table 1) are outliers. In these cases, current speakers 
inhale, after which there ensues a marked stretch of silence (i.e., inhalers do not go on to produce talk), 
whereupon next speakers eventually take a turn of talk. For example, see Extract 6. Three minutes 
prior to our focus (at line 8), Giselle had announced that “Christina got her Google job” (line 1), and 
this was acknowledged by Ned: “Mm hm,” (line 3). 

Extract 6: Working for Google [CAS.34_5:39]

At line 8, Giselle’s “>Sh’s working< for Google.” (line 8) implements a positive assessment 
(i.e., of Christina’s acquisition of a job with Google’s corporate headquarters). The completion 
of “. . . Google,” whereupon Giselle and Ned share mutual gaze (Figure 9), constitutes a 
transition-relevance place where Ned has first turn-taking rights to speak next. Despite this, 
after a brief (066 ms.) silence (which is difficult to hear), Giselle immediately begins to inhale 
for 447 ms., during which she slightly widens and opens her mouth (compare Figures 9 
and 10).

Figure 9. 

01     GIS:  Uh:m (0.4) .mtch so Christina got her Google job
02           (.)
03     NED:  Mm hm,

((3 minutes omitted))

04     GIS:  ‘Cause Christina’s leaving Sunday.
05     NED:  °That’s cra:zy.°
06     GIS:  I know.
07           (0.4)

447 ms.
08  -> GIS:  >Sh’s working< for Google.# (066 ms.) .hhhh#

fig.9#      #fig.10
09           (642 ms.)
10     NED:  Like well isn’ that what she did here?
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Giselle then then stops inhaling (at least audibly) and there ensues a 642-ms. silence (line 9), during 
which Giselle and Ned continue to share mutual gaze (and during which Ned does not embody 
registration of Giselle’s prior action, for example, by nodding or raising his eyebrows), and after which 
Ned eventually takes a turn (line 10). The end of section ’Inhalation can be used to absorb incoming 
talk' includes an analysis of how this outlier case can be explained.

Audible inhalation is not accountable for obscuring talk

Although perhaps obvious, it is worth documenting that inhalers are able to hear and understand talk 
that overlaps their inhalation (which is not always the case with overlapping talk; Robinson, 2006; 
Schegloff, 1987b). For example, see Extract 7, wherein Giselle is talking about her dog’s inability to 
hold her urination.  

Extract 7: Bladder [CAS:34_27:52] 

At line 9, Giselle accounts for her dog’s inability to hold her urination by asserting that her bladder 
is small. Giselle’s completion of “big,” (line 9–10) marks a transition-relevance place, whereupon both 
interactants share mutual gaze (Figure 11). In the ensuing 90 ms. of silence (line 10), Giselle shifts/ 
lowers her gaze away from Ned (line 10.1; Figure 12).

Figure 10. 

01     GIS:  Uh:m (0.4) she can’t hold it. That’s th’ thing.
02           >like she’ll go duh thuh< doo:r an’ if- (.) you
03           know if you see her (.) .h she’ll=b- (0.4) be fine
04           ‘cause you’ll let her out,
05           (.)
06     GIS:  But [she jus’ doe]sn’t hold it.
07     NED:      [Mm:         ]
08           (0.2)
09     GIS:  (J’=know) I mean her bladder’s prob’ly like (635 ms.) this 

#fig.11     #fig.12     _ 873 ms.          _
10  -> GIS:  big,@ (090 ms.) @(050 ms.) [.hhhhhhhhh---------------]
10.1   gis:      @gaze down--@          [                         ]
11     NED:                             [Well she’s only @like@ th]is big.
11.1   gis:                                              @g>N-@

#fig.13
12     GIS:  I kno(hh)w=hh hih hih 
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Simultaneous with Giselle beginning to inhale (line 10), Ned begins to speak (line 11). Through 
Ned’s “Well she’s only . . ., ” Giselle inhales while gazing away from Ned. Across Ned’s “like,” Giselle 
shifts her gaze up to Ned (Figure 13).

The key observation is that Giselle responds to Ned’s assessment on time (i.e., within an average- 
length transition space) and with a relevant action, “I kno(hh)w” (Mikesell et al., 2017), which is 
evidence that she heard Ned’s talk and understood its action (line 11) despite the fact that it was almost 
entirely overlapped (i.e., “Well she’s only like th . . . ”) by her inhalation (line 10), and despite the fact 
that she was not gazing at him (line 11.1). Similar observations can be made about Extract 8.

The fact that inhalers are able to hear and understand talk that overlaps their inhalation 
contributes to the fact that inhalation is not accountable for obscuring talk (re. accountability, 
see Robinson, 2016). This fact is well documented in other turn-taking contexts. For example, 

Figure 11. 

Figure 12. 

Figure 13. 
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prospective next speakers systematically overlap final components of current speakers’ TCUs 
with inhalation (Jefferson, 1983; Lerner & Linton, n.d.), thereby orienting to inhalation as not 
obscuring current speakers’ talk. My data additionally support this claim in three ways. First, 
according to the rules for turn taking, Ned (in Extract 7) has first rights to speak next at line 
11, yet Giselle does not drop out when she can hear Ned’s talk, which is typical during 
competing, overlapping streams of talk (Schegloff, 2000); stated positively, Giselle continues to 
inhale for 873 ms. even though she can hear that Ned is talking. Second, throughout his turn 
(line 11), Ned does not produce any of the typical hitches or perturbations commonly found 
during extended stretches of two streams of overlapping talk (e.g., cutoffs, pauses, sound 
stretches; Schegloff, 2000). Third, Ned does not exhibit typical signs of turn-space competi-
tion, such as increasing volume (Schegloff, 2000). Thus, there is no indication that either Ned 
or Giselle orient to her inhalation as obscuring or competing with Ned’s talk, at least in the 
same way as does talk.10 Similar observations can be made about Extract 4 and Extracts 8, 11, 
and 12. Although the next subsection makes a distinct point, it too contains evidence for the 
claim that inhalation is not accountable for obscuring talk.

Audible inhalation bestows a weaker right to speak next than does talk

Although the focal inhalations are pre-beginning actions, they “are not yet proper recognizable beginnings” 
(Schegloff, 1996, p. 92, emphasis added). These inhalations bestow a weaker right to speak next than does 
talk. According to Sacks et al. (1974), “The basic technique for self-selection is ‘starting first.’ Rule 1b 
explicitly incorporates this in its provision that ‘first starter gets the turn’” (p. 718). Sacks et al. additionally 
argued that “the first-starter provision . . . operates without respect to type of utterance” (p. 720, emphasis 
added). I argue that the first-starter provision applies to “utterances,” and that the inhalations examined 
herein are not treated as utterances (see also, Jefferson, 1984, p. 19). Evidence for this claim is found in cases 
in which (a) enough time elapses after a current speaker brings his or her TCU to a place of possible 
completion where next speakers can be characterized as foregoing their initial right to speak next; (b) next 
speakers have ample access to current speakers’ audible (and sometimes visible) inhalations; and (c) next 
speakers nonetheless come in to speak in overlap with the inhalation. For example, see Extract 8.  

Extract 8: Really easy [CAS:17_05:08]

Ben’s completion of “ . . . like a’right.” (line 4) constitutes a transition-relevance place where Sara 
has first turn-taking rights to speak next. After a 331-ms. gap of silence, which is longer than an 
average transition space, and thus after Sara can be characterized as foregoing her initial right to speak, 
Ben begins to inhale nasally (line 4). When Ben begins to inhale, he and Sara share mutual gaze (Figure 
14). As Ben completes his inhalation, he opens his mouth (line 5.1; Figure 15).

01     BEN:  And (.) we’re just watching a movie.
02           (0.4)
03     SAR:  $That’s funny.$=

577 ms._ 321 ms.  _ _ 
04  -> BEN:  =So=I=was like a’right. (331 ms.)# .nhhhhhh[hhh----------*]
05     SAR:                                   # [Are *y’r clas*]ses
05.1   ben:                                   # *open mth*

fig.14#
fig.15#

06     SAR:  really easy still?
07           (0.4)
08     BEN:  Y:eah. (.) I mean: (l)=I have s- like anthropology an’ English.

10Although readers might object that these are “negative” observations (Schegloff, 2007), they are grounded in normative practices 
of overlap management and resolution (Schegloff, 2000).
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Sara begins to speak as Ben is audibly and visibly inhaling, and after he has been doing so for 
577 ms. Thus, it is likely that Sara “knowingly” or “motivatedly” starts talking during (i.e., in overlap 
with) Ben’s inhalation; Sara treats Ben’s inhalation as only projecting talk provisionally, that is, unless 
she begins speaking. Similar points can be made about Extracts 9, 10, and 12. These cases are 
additional evidence for the claim that current speakers’ post-possible-completion inhalations are 
not accountable for obscuring talk (see previous subsection), insofar as next speakers treat the midst 
of current speakers’ inhalations as appropriate places to initiate talk (see also Jefferson, 1984). As noted 
about Ned in Extract 7 , Sara’s turn (in Extract 8, lines 6–7) does not exhibit any of the signs of turn- 
space competition typical of overlapping streams of talk (e.g., hitches, perturbations, increased 
volume, recycled beginnings; Schegloff, 1987b, 2000).

Audible inhalation allows for beginning a TCU while monitoring (for) talk and its action

We have seen that current speakers’ inhalations project talk, but only provisionally, contingent 
on next speakers’ talk. Furthermore, such inhalations are not accountable for obscuring 
overlapping talk and do not stake an official claim to the turn space (as does talk). These 
features provide for inhalation being a practice for effectively beginning a TCU while mon-
itoring for the occurrence of incoming talk and, if it overlaps the inhalation, concurrently 
monitoring the content of that talk and its associated projectable action. When next speakers 
produce talk sometime during current speakers’ inhalations (which happens 35% of the time; 
46 of 131 cases; Table 1), current speakers sometimes (in 16 cases) abandon their inhalation 
and its projected talk, but other times (in 30 cases) they inhale through (the majority of) next 
speakers’ talk, effectively absorbing it. This suggests that inhalers react contingently to the 
advent and/or nature of next speakers’ talk that interdict inhalations.

Figure 14. 

Figure 15. 
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Inhalers sometimes abandon their projected talk

As reported earlier, in 12% of the data (16 of 131 cases; Table 1), current speakers abandon their 
inhalation and its projected talk. We have already seen two examples of this. First, in Extract 5 Sara 
cuts off her inhalation and ultimately answers Ben’s interdicting question. Second, in Extract 7 Giselle 
abandons her inhalation after 873 ms. (line 10) and ultimately responds to Ned’s interdicting turn. For 
the first of two more examples, see Extract 9. As context, Ned is describing his poor technical 
performance when giving a public speech in college ten years ago.  

Extract 9: Fluid [CAS:34_32:56] 

Giselle’s completion of “ . . . fluid,” (line 5) constitutes a transition-relevance place where Ned and Giselle 
share mutual gaze (Figure 16). While Ned has first turn-taking rights to speak next, after a very brief 
(030 ms.) gap of silence (which is difficult to hear), Giselle begins to inhale for 404 ms. As she inhales, she 
closes her eyes and opens her mouth in preparation for speaking (Figure 17). Before she begins speaking, 
Ned continues to describe his poor performance (i.e., he spoke too fast; lines 6–7). As Ned begins to speak— 
that is, across “An’ I . . . ” (line 6)—Giselle abandons her projected talk by closing her mouth (line 6.1) and 
returns her gaze to Ned (Figure 18).

Figure 16. 

Figure 17. 

01     NED:  .hhh I basically jus’ read my <notes.>
02     GIS:  -Hhhh ((laugh)) So it didn’ make sen[se.] 
03     NED:        [ N:]o. it didn'
04           mak[e sen(se)- ]  

[             ]     404 ms.
05     GIS:     [It wasn’t flu]id,# (030 ms.) .hhh*h (073 ms.)*
05.1   gis:                       # *open mth---*

fig.16# #fig.17

06     NED:  A*n’ (.) I* think i’ was supposed tuh be like a 
06.1   gis:   *close m-*

#fig.18

07     NED:  f:our minute speech, I did it in like a minute.
08           (455 ms.) *(401 ms.)
08.1 GIS:  *lateral head shake->
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Ned interdicts Giselle’s inhalation to relate another element of his poor public-speaking perfor-
mance (lines 6–7), to which Giselle responds with an assessment in the form of a lateral head shake 
(line 8.1; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1992).

For the second example, see Extract 10. 

Extract 10: Holy crap [CAS.17_24:51]

Ben’s repeat, “Five forty five?” (cf. line 2, “ . . . five forty fi:ve,”) characterizes Sara’s wake-up time as 
being problematically early (Bolden, 2009; Robinson, 2013). This claim is supported by Ben’s subsequent 
expletive, “holy crap.” (lines 7–8; Hoey et al., 2021) and address term, “man,” (line 8; Clayman, 2010). At 
this point, Ben is gazing down and away from Sara, who is gazing at Ben (Figure 19). Ben’s completion of 
“ . . . man,” constitutes a transition-relevance place where Sara has first turn-taking rights to speak next. 
However, after a short (60 ms.) silence (which is difficult to hear), Ben begins to inhale (line 8). Across the 
first 125 ms. of his inhalation, Ben shifts his gaze up to Sara (line 9.1; Figure 20).

Figure 18. 

Figure 19. 

01     SAR:  >Like< (0.5) literally, I wake up in thuh
02           morning, (0.6) at five forty fi:ve,
03 (0.4)
04     BEN:  Yeah.
05     SAR:  Get ready, (0.4) .mtch school by eight,
06           (0.8) ((Ben nods))
07     BEN:  Five forty five? holy

420 ms. 220 ms.
08  -> BEN:  crap. man,# (060 ms.) *.h*hhh[hh       ]      [(th)-
09     SAR:            #           *  *   [I have t’] take [thuh
09.1   ben:            #           *g-* 

fig.19# #fig.20

10     SAR:  street car.
11     BEN:  Oh: <that’s so early.>
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After Sara begins to speak—that is, begins to produce an account for her early wake-up time (i.e., 
she has to take public transportation, the “street car,” to get to school)—Ben continues to inhale for an 
additional 220 ms. before producing a cutoff, non-phonated sound approximating a dental fricative: 
“(th)–” (line 8). Ben’s dropping out displays his orientation to Sara as having rights to the turn space 
(Sacks et al., 1974; Schegloff, 2000). Ben’s cutoff “(th)–” is evidence that his inhalation was initially 
preliminary to his continuing speaking. It is possible that Ben’s cutoff “(th)–” was the beginning of his 
subsequent assessment: “<th[at’s so early]>” (line 11). If so, Ben can be characterized as initially 
responding to Sara’s account, “Oh:” (line 11), before recycling (Schegloff, 1987b) his cutoff assessment. 
In sum, in these 16 cases, current speakers appear to use their inhalation as a space to monitor (for) 
next speakers’ incoming talk and its action; in most cases, current speakers assess this action as making 
overt responses accountable by halting their inhalation, allowing next speakers to complete their 
TCUs, and then overtly responding to these actions.

Inhalation can be used to ‘absorb’ incoming talk
The fact that inhalation is not accountable for obscuring talk provides for inhalation being used to 
absorb possibly incoming verbal action by other interactants. I use the term “absorb” in two of its 
definitional senses, including “to take in . . . in a natural or gradual way,” but also “to receive without 
recoil or echo” (https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/absorb). We saw one example of this in 
Extract 4. For a second example, see Extract 11.  

Extract 11: Warehouse stuff [CAS:17_28:05] 

Figure 20. 

01    SAR:  What’s he doing.
.
. ((16 lines omitted; teasing))
.

18    BEN:  He’s doin’ some like (.) warehouse:=stuff:.
19          (.)
20    BEN:  Fer some: business that his dad kno:ws thuh gu:y er

120 ms. _ 568 ms. _              
21 -> BEN:  s[ome’in’ li]ke tha:t# (062 ms.) .h[hhhhhh     ]# (139 ms.) an’
22    SAR:   [Oh        ]        #    [‘F course.]#

fig.21#           #fig.22

23    BEN:  then ‘e goes back tuh school in like a week er two.
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Ben’s completion of “ . . . tha:t” (line 21) marks a transition-relevance place where Sara has first 
turn-taking rights to speak next (Figure 21). Despite this, after a short (062-ms.) pause (which is 
difficult to hear), Ben begins to inhale while shifting his gaze away from Sara and slightly opening his 
mouth in preparation for continuing speaking (Figure 22, where Sara continues to gaze at Ben).

After an average-length (182-ms.) transition space—including a small (062-ms.) gap of silence and 
120 ms. of Ben’s inhalation (line 21)—and in complete overlap with Ben’s inhalation, Sara produces 
“‘F course.” (line 22). The offset of Ben’s inhalation is precisely timed with that of Sara’s “‘F course.,” 
whereupon Ben produces a next TCU: “an’ then ‘e goes back . . . ” (lines 21–23).

In Extracts 4 and 11, current speakers begin inhaling after their talk arrives at a possible-completion 
place that is also a transition-relevance place. As seen in Extract 12, situations in which inhalation 
effectively absorbs next speakers’ talk can also occur when current speakers’ talk arrives at a possible- 
completion place that is not a transition-relevance place, such as after TCUs that are projectably non- 
final parts of larger courses of action. Here, Ben informs Sara that he did not attend a college course 
because it was taught by a “substitute” (lines 1–2). Sara’s repair initiation, which is formatted as a partial- 
questioning repeat, “$A substitute in college?$” (line 4), makes relevant an explanation or justification 
(Robinson, 2013). Ben begins to provide an explanation, “‘cause of my: = eh- one = a my teachers . . . ” 
(line 6), but abandons doing so in lieu of providing a piece of background information: “like (.) there’s 
two teachers that teach thuh same class,” (lines 7–8). Thus, although the end of “ . . . class,” (line 8) marks 

Figure 21. 

Figure 22. 
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a possible-completion place, Ben’s turn is not yet transition relevant because he has not yet completed his 
projected explanation.  

Extract 12: Same class [CAS:17_4:52]

Across the final sound of “ . . . class,” (line 8), Sara begins to nod (line 9.1; Figure 23, where Ben is 
gazing at Sara, but she is not gazing at him). After a short (080-ms.) silence (which is difficult to hear), 
Ben begins to inhale (line 8). As he inhales, Ben opens his mouth in preparation for speaking (compare 
Figures 23 and 24).

Figure 23. 

Figure 24. 

01     BEN:  ...We have (this) substitute (an we’re ch) watching a
02           movie an’ I can just do that at home.
03           (0.6)
04     SAR:  $A substitute in college?$
05           (0.2)
06     BEN:  Yeah. (0.2) ‘cause of my:=eh- one=a my teachers (.) 
07           like (.) there’s two teachers that teach thuh same

fig.23# 140 ms. 254 ms.  #fig.24
08  -> BEN:  clas*s,# (080 ms.) .h[hhh     ]# an’ so one of ‘em had 
09     SAR:      *                [Uh hu*h,]
09.1   sar:      *nods------------------*

10    BEN:  duh go to a conference down in: I think (0.8) thuh 
11           somewhere (.) on coast an’ so thee other teacher
12           just filled in.
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Shortly after Ben begins to inhale—and within an average-length transition space after Ben’s “ . . . 
class,” (i.e., the pause and first .h of Ben’s inhalation lasts 224 ms.)—Sara produces a continuer 
(Schegloff, 1982), “Uh huh,” which is ultimately absorbed by Ben’s inhalation. Precisely timed with 
the completion of Sara’s “Uh huh,” Ben produces a next TCU: “an’ so one of ‘em . . . ” (Line 8).

The contrast between these 30 cases and the 16 discussed in the previous section suggests 
that current speakers, while inhaling, monitor next speakers’ overlapping talk for its accoun-
table sequential implications and contingently adjust their subsequent behavior accordingly. In 
virtually every case, this involves either dropping out in the face of interdicting talk section or 
absorbing incoming talk and then continuing to talk section. But there are other possibilities, 
suggested by the previously described “outlier,” Extract 6. Although Giselle produces an 
assessment at line 8, and although most assessments are responded to (Stivers & Rossano, 
2010), and although Giselle ends her assessment gazing at Ned (which is a feature that 
mobilizes response; Figures 9 and 10), her assessment is produced with declarative (vs. 
interrogative) syntax, with final-falling (vs. rising) intonation, and in a context of epistemic 
symmetry (vs. asymmetry), and these latter three features render the action, and its response 
relevance, more ambiguous (Stivers & Rossano, 2010). We can speculate that, after Giselle’s 
inhalation—during which she perhaps expects a response—she contingently halts her inhala-
tion and pursues a response, as detailed by Stivers and Rossano—that is, by continuing to gaze 
at Ned for 642 ms. (line 9), which succeeds.

Practice does not make perfect
Although the inhalation practice being proposed mitigates turn-taking misfires, it does not completely 
prevent them. For one example, see Extract 13. At line 1, Ben asks Sara if she has taken a college-level 
course on the software program Excel. Sara accounts for answering “no” (line 3) by explaining that the 
available course is only a half-credit course (i.e., two vs. four credits; lines 5–7).  

Extract 13: Excel [CAS.17_10.30]

Sara brings her TCU to possible completion after “ . . . two credit?” (line 7). At this point, Sara and 
Ben share mutual gaze (Figure 25) and Ben has first turn-taking rights to speak next.

Figure 25. 

01    BEN:  Did you do excel yet?
02          (0.6)
03    SAR:  Excel? no:
04 BEN:  (Th[at)-]
05    SAR:     [  Uh]:m (0.4) .mtch we do have an excel 
06          for business class, but (.) it’s a (.) it’s j’st like

Fig.25#        257 ms. #Fig.26
07          two credit?# (065 ms.) .hhh ^(067 ms.) *[an’ it ha]sn’t 
08    BEN:                              ^          *[°Okay°    ]
08.1  ben:                              ^closes eyes
09    SAR:  been at thuh right ti:mes for me tuh take it?
10    BEN:  I’d take it.
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After a brief (065 ms.) silence (which is difficult to hear), Sara inhales for 275 ms., creating a longer- 
than-average transition space (of 340 ms. so far). Throughout her inhalation, Sara and Ben maintain 
mutual gaze (similar to Figure 25). Immediately after Sara’s inhalation, Ben closes his eyes (line 8.1) 
and they begin speaking simultaneously (Figure 26): Sara continues to account for not taking the class, 
and Ben produces the acknowledgment token, “°Okay°” (line 8).

If Sara’s inhalation projects the possibility of her continuing speaking contingent on Ben’s next 
turn, and if Ben has (so far) opted not to speak in the longer-than-normal transition space (at line 7), it 
may not be coincidental that when he takes his turn, “°Okay°” (line 8), he produces it quietly 
(symbolized in the transcript by the degree signs) so as to mitigate its disruption of Sara’s next TCU.

Additional interactional context

A turn-taking context/position has already been specified: Inhalations are produced by speakers of 
immediately prior TCUs (i.e., current speakers), when those TCUs have been brought to places of 
possible syntactic and pragmatic completion, and when the inhalations are the first audible conduct 
after those TCUs. Although space limitations prevent the detailed exploration of other interactional 
contexts that likely factor into the operation of inhalation, two are characterized grossly below: 
Sequence organization and interactants’ gaze orientation.

Sequence-organizational context
As seen in Table 2, 32 of 131 inhalations (25%) are positioned immediately after “backward-looking,” 
responsive TCUs (e.g., conditionally relevant answers to questions, acknowledgment and reactive 
tokens) that arguably do not normatively mandate responses (e.g., Sara’s “I think.” in Extract 5). The 
remaining 99 inhalations (75%) are positioned after “forward-looking” actions. Only three of 99 (03%) 
of these forward-looking actions are canonical first parts of adjacency-pair sequences, including a 
request for a first name, a request for confirmation, and a pre-telling. Notably, these three actions 
mandate relatively short answers (e.g., a first name, (dis)confirmation, and a go-ahead, respectively) 
that can be absorbed by relatively short inhalations (compared to actions that mandate clausal-length 

Figure 26. 

Table 2 Sequence-Organizational Position of Audible Inhalations

Sequence-Organizational Position of Audible Inhalations Cases (N) Percentage

1. After “backward-looking” action 32 25%
2. After “forward-looking” action 99 75%

2a. After canonical first part of adjacency-pair sequence 3 03%
2b. After non-transition-relevant action 15 15%
2c. After other transition-relevant actions 81 82%

Total 131 100%
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answers, or ones potentially composed of multiple TCUs). In 15 cases, the forward-looking actions are 
implemented through possibly complete TCUs that are not transition relevant (e.g., non-final story 
components, prospective indexicals, first answers to questions that mandate more than one answer; 
see Ben’s inserted piece of background information in Extract 12). The remaining 81 forward-looking 
actions can be variously characterized as informings, assertions, assessments, formulations, and so on 
(e.g., Ben’s assertion in Extract 2, line 11: “An that- that’s not happening.”); these actions vary in terms 
of how they mobilize responses (or not; Stivers & Rossano, 2010).

Gaze-orientation context
Although the function of gaze orientation is complexly affected by action type and its sequence- 
organizational position (Rossano, 2012), a general finding is that completing an action gazing at (vs. 
away from) an interactant increases that action’s response relevance for that person (for review, see 
Rossano, 2012). Understanding the focal practice of inhalation may be increased by knowing inter-
actants’ gaze orientations after the possible completion of current speakers’ pre-inhalation TCUs (e.g., 
Figure 1), and how such orientations may have affected next speakers’ verbal entry. Table 3 reports 
gaze configurations for the majority (62%) of the data, that is, the 81 cases (Table 2) in which pre- 
inhalation TCUs implemented forward-looking, transition-relevant actions; Table 3 excludes the 
noncomparable cases of canonical first-parts of adjacency pair sequences (which clearly select next 
speakers) and nontransition-relevant actions (which hold the turn for current speakers).

Although certainly not definitive, a cross-tabulation (Table 4) of interactants’ mutual gaze orienta-
tion during these 81 cases (vs. nonmutual gaze) with cases in which next speakers spoke during (or 
immediately adjacent to) inhalations (vs. not) suggests that gaze orientation (at least at TCU comple-
tion) was not strongly associated with next speaker talk. In fact, in 66% of the cases in which 
interactants shared mutual gaze, next speakers did not come in to talk. That next speakers do not 
come in to talk at these turn-taking junctures is not uncommon (Robinson, 2014), at least because 
interactants do not rely exclusively on next-turn talk to manage intersubjectivity (e.g., interactants also 
rely on the tacit organization of repair; Robinson, 2014).

Table 4 Association Between Interactants’ Mutual Gaze Orientation and Next Speakers’ Production of Talk 
for a Subset of TCUsab

Mutual Gaze Next Speaker Talks Next Speaker does not Talk Total

Yes 19 (34%) 37 (66%) 56
No 9 (36%) 16 (64%) 25
Total 28 53 81

aCases included TCUs that implemented forward-looking, transition-relevant actions, and excluded both 
canonical first-parts of adjacency pair sequences and non-transition-relevant actions. Gaze was mea-
sured at the possible completion of TCUs. 

bX2 (1, N = 81) = .0328, p = .856.

Table 3 Interactants’ Gaze Orientation at the Possible Completion of a Subset of TCUsa

Interactants’ Gaze Orientation Cases (N) Percentage

Current Speaker (Inhaler) 81 100%
Gazing at next speaker 61 75%
Gazing away from next speaker 20 25%

Next Speaker 81 100%
Gazing at current speaker (inhaler) 73 90%
Gazing away from current speaker (inhaler) 8 10%

Mutual Gaze Between Current and Next Speaker 81 100%
Yes 56 69%
No 25 31%

aCases included TCUs that implemented forward-looking, transition-relevant actions, and excluded 
both canonical first-parts of adjacency pair sequences and non-transition-relevant actions.
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Discussion

This article argues that audible inhalation, as “a coordinative unit for turn-exchange” (Rochet-Capellan & 
Fuchs, 2014, p. 3), is a practice for mitigating systemic turn-taking troubles. This article limits itself to a 
particular turn-taking context/position in which current speakers bring TCUs to places of possible syntactic 
and pragmatic completion (Ford & Thompson, 1996), and thus to places where it is relevant for next 
speakers to take a turn of talk, be it a “full” turn or some type of continuer (Schegloff, 1982). This article 
examines situations in which current speakers’ next conduct is audible inhalation. These inhalations are 
shown to be pre-beginning behaviors (Schegloff, 1996), projecting the contingent possibility of talk. 
Evidence is provided that audible inhalation is not accountable for obscuring talk and bestows a weaker 
right to speak next than does talk. These observations are collectively used to conjecture that inhalation 
allows current speakers to begin TCUs while monitoring (for) others’ talk, that inhalers proceed contin-
gently based on whether or not (and how) next speakers come in to talk, and that inhalation is a practice for 
mitigating the systemic turn-taking troubles of “less than one speaker at a time” and “more than one speaker 
at a time.”

If we consider audible inhalation to be a type of “talking”—that is, a type of pre-talking, which is a 
type of (projective) action—then it mitigates one type of turn-taking trouble by reducing the amount 
of time in which “no interactant is talking” (or at least acting) between the possible-completion point 
of a current TCU and the verbal beginning of a next TCU (by either current or next speaker). Table 5 
displays these differentials for this article’s extracts.

As a type of behavior that is not accountable for obscuring talk, audible inhalation is a talk- 
relevant action that is protected against being implicated in a second type of systemic turn-taking 
trouble: Inhalation being overlapped by next speakers’ talk does not appear to constitute “more 
than one interactant talking at a time.” This feature provides at least two affordances. First, as a 
type of TCU beginning, inhalation is a practice of pro-tem-speakership (Jefferson, 1983) that 
manages the potential overlap of (near) simultaneous verbal starts by other speakers. For example, 
in Extracts 4, 5, 7, 11, and 12, next speakers begin to talk (virtually) simultaneously with the onset 
of current speakers’ inhalations.

Second, current speakers are able to continue to inhale in tandem with next speakers’ verbalizations 
without either party having to engage in overlap-resolution strategies described by Schegloff (2000). This 
was particularly evident in Extract 7, in which the inhalation overlaps talk for 873 ms., but also in Extracts 4, 
8, 11, and 12. This feature affords current speakers the possibility of continuing to inhale as next speakers 
talk while monitoring its progressively unfolding action. If inhalers deem it necessary to overtly respond to 
next speakers’ unfolding actions, inhalers can abandon their inhalation and respond (i.e., after next 
speakers’ TCUs are possibly complete). Alternatively, inhalers can continue to inhale through the entirety 

Table 5 Differential Transition-Space Lengths With and Without Audible Inhalation

Transition Space

Extract Including Inhalation (ms.) Excluding Inhalation (ms.)

2 322 40
3 896 141
4 964 418
6 513 66
8 908 331
9 434 30
10 480 60
11 182 62
12 220 80
13 322 65

Mean: 524 Mean: 129
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of next speakers’ turns, and thus continue to project whatever action the inhalation initially projected, and 
then continue to produce that action after next speakers’ turns are (projectably) complete.

Given that a majority of next speakers do not come in to talk during, or adjacent to, current 
speakers’ inhalations (see, Tables 1 and 4), data do not support the claim that inhalation is a practice 
for soliciting next speaker talk. That said, inhalations are positioned at points where, according to the 
rules for turn taking (Sacks et al., 1974), next speaker entry is relevant. If inhalation is a practice for 
provisionally beginning a TCU while monitoring for the occurrence of incoming talk in order to 
contingently act on it, then inhalation may reiterate/reinforce the relevance of next speaker talk while 
not making it conditionally relevant (Schegloff, 1968). In other words, inhalation—perhaps especially 
when it is positioned after, or when its duration surpasses the length of, an average-length transition 
space (e.g., 157–298 ms. in English; Roberts et al., 2015)—might be characterized as a designed entry- 
opportunity space for next speakers, or a space in which next-speaker talk is accountable above and 
beyond that afforded by the rules for turn taking.

At least two paths for future research are as follows: First, in this article’s focal turn-taking context/ 
position, what is the role of next speakers’ embodied conduct in managing turn allocation, such as 
their head nodding/shaking (which, being solely embodied, has special affordances in terms of 
beginning prior to possible-completion places; see Extract 12, line 9.1)? Second, what is the range of 
transition-space practices, and (how) are they consequential for ensuing action? A common assump-
tion is that a transition space is composed of silence, but clearly it can be “built” with other materials, 
such as audible inhalation, and can be differentially composed of different amounts of multiple 
materials (e.g., [silence + inhalation] versus [inhalation + silence]).
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